Asus ROG
Rapture Triband WiFi
Gaming
Router - Black
Asus Tri-band WiFi Gaming Router World's first 10
Gigabit Wi-Fi router with quad-core processor, 2.5G
gaming port, DFS band, WTFast, Adaptive QoS,
AiMesh for mesh wifi system and AiProtection network
security. Key Features Keep Your Gaming Band Clean
Tri-band networking lets you dedicate one 5GHz band
to gaming only, so you can avoid competing for
bandwidth with other devices on your home network.
With dynamic frequency selection (DFS), ROG Rapture
GT-AX11000 also unlocks 15 channels in the leastcongested 5GHz bands. Port Forwarding In 3 Steps
Port forwarding is critical for gamers, to avoid the
awkward situation of not being able to team up with
friends. Open NAT on GT-AX11000 cannot be easier, it
only takes 3 steps. No more frustrating and complicated
process needed. Select which game to play Select your
gaming device Activate and done Rule Your Network
The ROG-themed Gaming Center interface provides
easy point-and-click control over every incredible
feature. Powerful Whole-home Wi-fi System ASUS
AiMesh is an innovative new router feature that xes
these problems: it creates a whole-home Wi-Fi network
using multiple ASUS routers. AiMesh is powerful,
flexible and you can use a mix of ASUS router models!
AiMesh gives you time-saving central control, and
seamless roaming capability. Don't Trust Your Victory To
Luck When it comes to ranking, a great connection to
your game server is critical. Game Radar lets you check
ping times to different servers before you play.
Simultaneous Gaming and VPN If you're fed up with

virtual private networks dragging down game
performance, ROG has the answer. ROG Rapture lets
you run a VPN and an ordinary internet connection simultaneously! *image are for illustration purposes only
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Brand
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Model
GT-AX11000
Product
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Weight (kg)
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